Quick Reference Guide (QRG) # 5

**Wiring of Ignition Lock Motor 4270 and 4275 (5-wires, 1st Generation):**

For programming instructions, refer to *Quick Reference Guide # 8* (“Programming Limits of 1st Generation Ignition Lock Motor 4275”).

---

**Wiring Diagram of 1st Gen Ignition lock Motor 4270\(_{(F)}\) and 4275\(_{(F)}\):**

- **Blue wire of Shade**
- **Black wire of Shade**
- **Green wire of Shade**
- **Red wire of Shade**
- **Black wire with white stripe of the Shade**

Dash Switch:

- +12VDC (Positive of 12V battery)
- 0VDC (Negative of battery)